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Upcoming Events
Monthly Meetings are the first
Wednesday of each month at the
Webster Groves Community
Center at 7:30PM.
Oct. 6 – Regular meeting
KIDS' SHOW MAGIC
THEME
October 15-17 & 22-24 –
Haunted Hayloft at
Purina Farms
Nov. 3 - Regular Meeting
“VINTAGE MAGIC
NIGHT” with a Flea
Market during
Intermission.
Dec. 1 – Regular Meeting
“COLOR MAGIC
THEME”
Jan. 5 – Regular Meeting
“TEACH-IN AND
POKER RUN”
Feb. 4 - Stage Contest
Contact Harry Monti to
enter.
March 2 – Regular Meeting
“Mentalism Night”
April 14 – Spring Show
Contact Terry
Richison or Ted Schnarre
to help or perform.
May 4 – Close-Up Contest
Contact Ray Belz if you
are interested in
performing.

Bishop Paul Zepfel on
making the cover of the Linking
Ring! Another Ring One Member
on the cover!

October Meeting--Kid's Magic
In October Keith Smith and Steve Bender will headline a
presentation of Kid's Magic. Steve earned his living for 17 years
performing for kids. Keith uses magic in his regular job to put the kid's
at ease and it has worked wonders. It's one of the reasons he's one of
the most successful people in his field. So what is the difference
between performing for kids and performing for adults? Well, that's
one of the reasons to attend this presentation.
One of the most lucrative fields of magic is the children's market.
If you want to increase your income and you'd like to do more birthday
parties, then listen to Steve's formula for building your kid's show
market. He will share with you his thoughts which enable him to
average 600 shows per year for 17 years. What if you could add 3
shows per week to schedule? That would be 150 shows per year.
Steve will share with you what he did to build his kid's show business.
Keith and Steve will then demonstrate a number of effects that
excite kids. Hear their reasons for what they do when they go to
Shriner's. Here their thoughts behind why they present a certain effect
in a certain way. They don't merely do magic. They use their magic to
entertain.
If earning extra money excites you, then don't miss this
presentation. If you want to be able to ask two kid's performers
specific question, then don't miss this presentation. If you ever perform
for kids, then you just might want to mark this night down on your
calendar now. October 6th , 7:30 PM

The President’s Banquet!-Huge Success!
Keith Smith

Photos by Ray Belz and Harry Machin Jr.

Our Banquet was definitely a success in bringing together friends and
celebrating our past year’s board as well as welcoming in the new
Continued on page 7
board.

IBM Convention in Cleveland- It Rocked!
David Snetsinger

Cleveland, the home of the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, also rocked around the clock at an outstanding
IBM Convention. Over a thousand conventioneers
came to see some wonderful magic in great shows,
out-standing lectures, excellent dealers with lot of
social activities and friendships shared as well.
Cleveland was a great city for the convention with lots
to see and easy to walk around the downtown area and
to the theater district where the shows were held.
The evening shows were very good with too many
stars to mention but the clear winner was the show
starring Jeff McBride, Abbi Spinner and Eugene
Berger. It rivaled the Topaz show at the SAM
Convention as one of the most entertaining I have ever
seen. The Gold Medal stage contest show which
features the six best contestants from the preliminary
stage contests, regardless of whether they are senior or
youth IBM members, was not up to its usual overall
level of talent. Actually four of the six contestants
were Youth members. The close up contest was good
but no the Gold Cups were not awarded.
Top lectures were John Carney, Jeff McBride,
Dan Garrett and Ali Bongo. There was also first rate
Close-up shows with Henry Evans, Aldo Columbini,
Dan Garrett, Chase Curtis and Jason Latimer.
Some of the unusual doings were a game show called
Bonk which contestants “beep in” to answer magic
related questions by “bonking” a rival’s hard hat Don

The Midwest Magic
Jubilee Organizational
Meeting

Special Announcement!!!
It’s not too early to register!
Call 314-791-9108

Open to All IBM Members!!!
We want your help!!!
If you would like to be apart of one of the
Nations Finest Magic Conventions,
Now is your chance! Get involved!
The next meeting will be October 20th at
7:00PM at EME Steel
182 Northwest Industrial Ct.
Bridgeton, MO

The Midwest Magic Jubilee
August 11- 13, 2005
at the Airport Hilton Hotel
St. Louis, MO

Special Announcement:
The first 50 registrants will receive a free
registration for their spouse!
(This will be announced to the General Public Soon)

Prior to June 1, 2005
$110 – Adults
$70 – Juniors 16 & Under

Wiberg, our guest performer, at the up coming
President’s Banquet was the winner. There was
also an American Idol type magic contest as well
as a Strolling Magicians’ competition. A new
feature was that of live updates, interviews and
other convention events sent instantly around the
world to IBM members. This was a real way to
share the convention with those who could not
attend. Coverage in this manner will probably be
expanded next year.
Our Ring 1 presence at the Convention, with
the SAM convention in St. Louis, was limited to
Tom Westerhide, who was demonstrating his
magic effects for Joe Stevens Magic and Dave
Snetsinger who was Chair of the Ballot and
Elections Committee. John Davit while not
present was recognized in joining the elite group
of Order of Merlin, having been a member of the
IBM for 25 years.
On the Business side of the convention in
election for International Treasure, Mike Santow
was elected over Mike Stratman. In Constitutional
changes, Junior members will be called Youth
members and the age to join the IBM has been
lowered to ten years. Phil Willmarth, Editor of The
Linking Ring was nominated to become
International Vice President next year. The next
IBM convention will be the last week of June in
Reno, Nevada. See you there?

After May 31, 2005
$125 – Adults
$80 – Youth 16 & Under
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Call 314-514-0215 for directions.
www.mmjubilee.com

MAGIC Live! (continued)
two "click". Both were readily accessible during
the event and both are really nice guys.
One of the cool things about this event was that
after every "session" you were given a full set of
notes covering everything that was discussed. All
of the notes fit into a nice 3 ring binder that was
given on the opening night, they had a get together
in the main ballroom. Upon entering, you were
given a set of 12 identical trading cards. These
cards resembled baseball trading cards. On the
front was a cover of Magic Magazine and on the
back was a short history. Your job was to mingle
with the guest and try to collect a set of all 12.
This task was accomplished rather quickly which
left you the rest of the evening to mingle and make
new friends.
Aside from all the talent that was booked, the
magic stars were everywhere. Almost everybody
who is anybody was there.
I took a deck of playing cards and made my
rounds collecting autographs. At next years Jubilee
we are going to hold a raffle and some lucky soul
will leave with a framed set of all 54 cards of some
of the biggest names in the business.
An interesting note is that this was only the second
time in 13 years that Stan has put this convention
on. If and when he holds another one, I strongly
suggest you make your reservations early as it will
sell, out as this year did.

Get Well Soon!
We want to send well wishes for a
speedy recovery to Jerry Novak!
Your Ring One
Brothers & Sisters

MAGIC Live!
By Steve Zuehlke

August 22-25 were the dates for Magic Live! The
setting was the Orleans Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada.
There is so much to write about and only a short
amount of space but I will try to do my best. First,
let me start off by listing the talent.
Kalin and Ginger, Dimmare, Kerry Pollack, Tina
Lenert, Ronn Lucas, Curtis Adams, The Passing
Zone, David Sandy, John Moehring, Jeff McBride,
Joshua Jay, John Lovick, Kostya Kimlat, Andi
Gladin, Martin Nash, Eric Mead, Michael Close,
Tim Conover, Shoot Ogawa, Armando Lucero,
David Charvet, Richard McDougall, Rory Johnston,
Michael Diliberto, Jim Sisti, Don Wayne, Charlie
Frye, Mike Caveney, Marvin Roy, Michael Weber,
Mac King, Levent, Kevin James, Norm Nielson,
Penn and Teller, Tony Chapek, Randy Pryor, Greg
Frewin, Rick Thomas, Anthony Gatto, Mike
Michaels, Ryan Oakes, Max Maven, Raj Madhok,
Gregory Wilson............and that was just the talent. I
hope I didn't forget anyone. The dealers room was
packed with the following in attendance...Meir
Yedid, Ann White, Wellington Enterprises, Brett
Sherwood, RNT 2, Pro-Magic, Mentalism
Unlimited, Nielson Magic, Bill Smith, Douglas
Tilford, Bob Miller, Wolf's Magic, A-1, Camirand
Academy, Hottrix, Kevin James, Dean Dill, H and R
Books, Daytona Magic, Elmwood Magic, Hocus
Pocus, Houdini's Magic Shop, Bob Kohler,
MagicLab, Magic Magazine and Malloy Magic.
As one could imagine, every act was better than the
next. One of the highlights was juggler Anthony
Gatto who opened to the first evening show only to
receive a 5 minute standing ovation. This young
man was unbelievable! Penn and Teller were a real
treat as well. Mac King was the moderator and
talked to these two amazing guys for several hours.
We all got a chance to find out what makes these

HAUNTED HAYLOFT
We are not that far away from our annual shows at
the Nestlé’s Haunted Hayloft (Formally Purina
Farms).
This year’s event will take place the two weekends
prior to Halloween, October 15, 16, 17 and 22, 23,
24. For those who have never performed for this
event, you are missing a fun and exciting
experience. We have three magicians each of the
six nights and we perform 4 shows. This is a
family event and outside. Magic must be safe,
good taste and most of all fun for all ages. This is
Ring Ones big event of the year that pays for a lot
of our activities. So, if you want to show your
magic skills and have fun with other magicians
call Larry Skorepa at (636) 394-2968. There are
only a few dates and times available!!!!
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Chris Korn is Radical!
DVD Review
Steve Zuehlke

Chris Korn has recently introduced two new DVD's
to the market place. The first is entitled Radical
Korn while the second is entitled Extreme Korn.
Both are available from your local dealer or through
www.bobkohlermagic.com.
Both DVD's run just a little over an hour and both
contain 4 effects from Chris' working repertoire. I
have seen Chris perform all these effects for
laypeople and I guarantee they kill. The best part is
they are all within the reach of the average magician.
While none of the effects are self working, all can be
mastered with a little practice. Support our local
talent and pick these up. You will not be
disappointed.

Roger Miller, Territorial VP and Tony Wilson IBM
President.

IBM International President
Visits

Magic On TV

Tony Wilson, President of the International
Brotherhood of Magicians, visited St. Louis during
the SAM Convention and met a number of Ring 1
members there. Tony, who resides in New Zealand
is the first IBM President from the Southern
Hemisphere and only the seventh President from
outside of North America.
Dave Snetsinger took Tony and wife, Mary
along with President-Elect, Roger Miller (Kansas
City) and Board member Joan Caesar (Canada) for a
tour of the IBM Offices in South County. They were
pleased to see the office set- up and complimented
Executive Secretary, Darleen Eads on the office
operation.

Steve Zuehlke

Chris Korn is in the news. Chris has recently
wrapped up shooting 6 one hour specials for A & E
Television. Tentative airdates are slated to start
October 4 and run for 6 consecutive weeks. These
specials were shot in 6 different locations and are
full of surprises. I had the pleasure of seeing the
pilot and I was thoroughly impressed. (see related
article on page 5)

Can you answer this Trivia Question
Just as a side note to IBM Presidents, Ring 1 has had
three members who served as the IBM International
President. Can you name the three? Answer
elsewhere in this Spirit.

Don Wiberg Lecture
Review
Ted Schnarre & Keith Smith

Thursday Sept 9th was the Don Wiberg lecture on
the Dollar Store magic. First, we’d like to thank
again SAM for not only giving the meeting night but
also the meeting place for Thursday evening’s
lecture. Also thanks to Dave Snetsinger for hosting
Don Wiberg at his home. Continued on page 6

Former VP Dave Snetsinger (left), IBM Pres. Tony
Wilson and IBM office manager Darleen Eads.
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Classified Ads

Chris Korn On TV

Linking Rings Available
For those starting in magic and would like to have
some back issues of The Linking Ring, here is your
chance. The last ten years’ issues 1994-2003 are
available free. Contact Dave Snetsinger at 314 9683442 or via E-mail at Snetsing@aol.com. If more
than one call comes in there will be a drawing.

MONDO MAGIC
With movie star looks and Houdini-esque chops, JB
Benn and Chris Korn are two of the hottest
magicians in the country. MONDO MAGIC is a
new special chronicling their amazing adventures as
they travel the globe performing their unique brand
of street magic. Their travels will take them from
Spain to Peru to Kenya. Along the way, they'll swap
stories and tricks with other magicians, impress the
locals with their magic, and penetrate mysterious
cultures. Chris commented, “I can not begin to
explain what an immense learning experience it was.
A lot of original material will be on the show as well
as some well hidden secrets from the 30's and 40's.”
Channel: A& E
Date: every Monday starting October 4th for at least
the next 6 weeks.
Time: 9:30 PM Central time (check your local
listings for accuracy).

Dan Harland’s Premium Blend Set of 6 DVDs
1) Totally Mental
2) Deck Aid
3) Games People Play
4) Food fun
5) Funny Business
6) Good Spirits
$60.00 Call Tom Westerheide @ 618-233-4329
Dean Dill’s Video Tape with accompanying book
“Intimate Miracles” $15
Call Tom Westerheide @ 618-233-4329

Consider Attending Houdini
Days Next Year

Gary Ouellet’s Gypsy Thread Video Tape with
accompanying book $15
Call Tom Westerheide @ 618-233-4329

Jeff Lefton

Houdini Days is a unique event in that it is part town
magic festival, part magic convention. The magic
convention was in a Radisson Hotel in downtown
Appleton. The festival was 2 blocks away in the
streets, which were blocked off, and in a little park.
In addition to magicians, they had lots of food
vendors, flea market tents, etc. The festival was free
& open to the public. The magic convention was
$50, which covered 11 lectures over 2 days. The Sat
evening show in the auditorium was $25. Quite a
bargain!

Trivia Answer to Ring
1’s IBM Presidents

1’s IBM Presidents
Forest Hendricks served
from 1953-54, Jim Nagel
from 1992-93 and David
Sandy from 2003-04.
David Sandy is probably
the one you missed. He is
primarily thought of as
associated with Ring 129
in Kansas City but he has
also been a member of
Ring 1 for a number of
years including this past
year when he served as
International President

I was fortunate to attend Houdini Days this past
Labor Day weekend, Sept 3-5, 2004 in Appleton,
WI. Appleton bills itself as Houdini’s hometown
(although, according to the town’s Houdini
Museum, he only lived there for 4 years as a child).
I highly recommend you consider attending next
year. Here is a brief write-up on it.

Spring Show 2005
If you would be interested in performing in the
2005 Spring Show, it’s not that far away. We will
be looking for some great acts to perform in the
show. Start putting your act together or bush off
one that is tried and true. If you would like to have
your act considered for the show, please contact
Ted Schnarre 636-947-1517 or Terry Richison 314232-4187 for more information.

(Continued on page 6)
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Houdini (continued)

Wiberg Lecture (continued)

Houdini Days is basically 3 days. The first and third
days were back to back lectures by stars of magic—
Doc Eason, Jeff McBride, Ice McDonald, Silly
Billy, Robert Baxt, Mark Wilson, Michael Finney,
etc. There was a break between lectures during
which the lecturers would peddle their wares in the
back of the room. It was great, non-stop magic.
The middle day, Saturday, was a town festival with
magicians brought in from all over the country.
There were 3 performance areas, each with back to
back acts from 9:30am-4:30pm: Main stage,
children’s stage, & the close-up tent. Most of the
entertainers performed 2-3x throughout the day.
Magicians included, in addition to the above
lecturers, Michael Ammar, Kevin King, John
Stetson, Tom Burgoon, Bill Malone, etc. It was like
an outdoor version of the Magic Castle. It was hard
to decide which show to catch when! Most of the
audience were laymen, and it was a treat to see these
magicians work a lay crowd.

Photo by Harry Machin Jr.

The attendance was high and enthusiastic for a night
of “dollar store magic.” Don began the night with a
very interesting way to produce goldfish in the
show. I must say it was THUMBS UP to some and
THUMBS DOWN to others. No pun intended. I’ve
had enough trouble with keeping goldfish alive
anyhow without the added component of the thumb
tip, but there was lots of excitement over this use.
Don also showed some plexiglass boards that could
be manufactured at home to produce predicted cards.
The items Don used were pretty much all purchased
at the dollar store, Wal-mart, Home Depot. If you
are one who is willing and go out and pick up the
supplies you need you can build some very nice
effects for next to nothing. The 8 ft magic wand can
be made for $8 verses the $20 you would pay to a
dealer. The invisible card trick, using the large cards
buying your cards, at the $1 store .Buy the time you
would add up the savings it would be quit a bit. A
little bit of labor on your behalf you would have a
fine product. I did notice after the lecture though
many were making purchases, I would guess people
would just rather spend the extra money to have it
right now, than to go through the effort of making it
their self, which I’m sure Don did not have a
problem with. Don generated an enormous amount
of interest when he showed that all of his tables he
made from cardboard. The cardboard was painted
and dressed up and looked good at a distance and
close up. I would see a problem with this as not
lasting to long if you did any amount of shows, a lot
of work would need to go into the finished product

Saturday night there was a show in the civic center,
right across the street from the hotel. Robert Baxt
was very funny as the emcee. Ice McDonald did a
snazzy dove act. Michael Finney got a lot of laughs.
Jeff McBride did the second half of the show and
received a standing ovation.
I particularly enjoyed Robert Baxt and Joshua Jay. I
am delighted to hear that Joshua has been booked
for the Midwest Magic Jubilee. He has some fresh
ideas that are very commercial. His 3 coin routine
where 3 coins vanish one at a time in mid air was
outstanding. He also had a 4 kings bit that was
simple and funny. Robert Baxt, I remembered from
years ago doing a prize-winning metals routine. He
has lost over 100 lbs and I didn’t even realize this
was the same person until he showed a video of
himself performing years ago. He had some funny
& clever ideas on the torn & restored newspaper, a
lantern that lights when you lie, and the torn &
restored bill.

Continued on page7

For more info: www.houdinidays.com
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make it more effective. Lots of laughter and
applause was heard which meant that Terry was
giving an exciting beginning to the night. A special
thanks was also given to Sheree and Laverne
Skorepa, (wife and mother of Larry), for the
decorations and manning the door. Ray Belz was
also recognized for the great work on the programs.
They included lots of pictures and colors. The meal
was served after Fr. Gebelein gave the blessing and
then the night was in full swing.
The Order of Merlins was announced with special
recognition given to George Ulett, Dave
Snetsinger, and David Sandy for being > 50 years
in the IBM. George shared with us the importance
of support from his wife and that they were also
celebrating their wedding anniversary with all of us
that evening. (continued on page 8)

Wiberg (continued)
but there would be very little durability with packing
and unpacking. This would be something ok for
someone starting out in magic but if you do any
amount of shows it’s worth the money to buy a good
case to haul your show around. I will say Don is
from the old school of making your magic effects
for next to nothing and they work just as well as the
ones purchased from the dealers, and Don has a
better understanding of what it really takes to build a
effect and having the ability to have it the way he
wants it to look and work as to what you get from
buying it already made, and then trying to make
adjustments to it. It is always interesting to see
another magician set up in their boxes, how loads
are held in place on their bodies. The biggest thing
was that Don made you think “out of the box”. How
to over come a problem you might have very simply.
One of Dons favorite seems to be Velcro, which I
think works great, in fact I’m kind of stuck on the
idea (sorry). In general, the lecture truly showed the
inventive mind that Don has.
President’s Banquet (Continued)
The banquet began with a close-up performance by
Terry Richison that was standing room only. The
interest in close-up magic seems to be very high
amongst our group and so I think that we will focus
more next year on the viewing area of this show to

(Above) President
Keith Smith
congratulates SAM
National President
John Apperson.
(Left) 2005 Ring One
Board – From left to
right. Back row – Ray
Belz, Keith SmithPres., Larry SkorepaTreas., Henry Schaper
Sr., Dave SnetsingerVP, Steve Zuehlke.
Front row-Dennis
Burks –TVP, Harry
Monti, Steve Buesking
and Ted Schnarre.
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Special recognition was given to ring one
member, John Apperson for his taking on the
position of SAM International President. John was
sharing many stories with me of the amount of
commitments leaving me wondering how an
International President does it. John shared with me
that for instance, there are 60 different possibilities
of conventions and meetings in a four month period.
Having John as a member adds to the long list we
have in Ring One of strong membership.
The evening was then turned over to
recognitions of those who have served at the
international level in a board position for SAM or
IBM. Also recognition was given to those of ring
one who have placed in a contest over the years at
the national level. The evening’s program is
definitely one to hang onto due to its history.
Thanks to Ray Belz, Harry Monti, and Dave
Snetsinger for taking on the task of putting this list
together.

Dennis Burks lead the ceremony of bringing
the new board in. To those who were present, it was
evident right away that the new board contains new
spirit as well as some long standing members.
After dessert was served, all took there seats
to begin the evening’s show. Terry began the night
with a flash, pun intended, to introduce our very
own Steve Zuehlke and his daughter Megan
There performance was full of color and high in
entertainment. From the fire eating to the color
changes to the silks and parasol, all provided a
manipulation sequence that brought a lot of
excitement.

Steve Finklestein helping Terry Richison with his
outstanding piece of Mentalism.
Terry then followed with a strong
presentation of a card determined by 3 different
people and being at a specific location in a deck that
was chosen by another audience member. It’s tough
to fool a room full of magicians, but Terry definitely
achieved this feat. Many were left in awe trying to
figure out its possibilities.
Terry then used TVP Dennis Burk to a
totally unexplainable Bill to Lemon where Terry
never touched the lemon, knife or a selected dollar
bill from the audience.

Larry Skorepa presents Returning President Keith
Smith with a token of the Club’s appreciation for
an outstanding job of moving the club to new
heights.

(Continued on page 9)
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You could tell by his style and aura that Don
truly loves the stage. Don did a bill to impossible
location that left the audience in awe. Reviews
suggested more magic in the act, but the magic we
did see was flawless.
A big thanks goes out to all who put in their
time and efforts to make the two night event such a
success. Especially John Harness for providing the
sound system and being the sound engineer for the
show, Harry Machin and Ray Belz for the great
photography and Ted Schnarre and Dave
Snetsinger for the set up and tear down.

Dennis Burkes makes that final cut in the lemon
only to find an unbelievable surprise!
Terry then turned the show over to our out of
town performer, Don Weiberg. Don did a comedy
act that was full of laughter and stories.

If you missed the 2005 President’s Banquet, You
definitely need to make plans to be there next year!
You missed a wonderful fun evening.

Fr. Gary Gebelein takes the force a totally random
card from Don Wiberg.
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PROJECT MAGIC
Thanks to
Henry Schaper Jr.
&
Larry Minth
For their performances at the
Shriners Hospital!!
Next Show is on

October 20, 2004
Call Henry Schaper (314-487-8296 to participate!

2005 Officers and Board Members of
Ring One
President – Keith Smith
Keithorth@aol.com (314)692-7206
Vice President – Dave Snetsinger
snetsing@aol.com (314)968-3442
Secretary – Henry Schaper, Sr.
ka0aws@aol.com (314)487-8296
Treasurer-Larry Skorepa
toolmanlarry@sbcglobal.net (636)394-2968
Sgt at Arms – Ram Suntha
sakuinc@5starmail.com (636) 532-2625
Board
Steve Buesking
svbuesking@yahoo.com (314)921-8517
Harry Monti
Montimagic@aol.com (636)394-4191
Ted Schnarre
tschnarr@charter.net (636)947-1517
Steve Zuehlke
Stlsteve2001@aol.com (314)574-8232
Other Positions
Scribe –Harry Machin
harbev5@earthlink.net (314)961-5161
Historian – Roger Linden (636)947-0045

2005 Committee Leaders
Haunted Hayloft - Larry Skorepa, Ray Belz
Linking the Rings –Tom Westerheide, Ray Belz
Mentoring – Steve Finkelstein
Lectures – Keith Smith, Harry Monti
Spring Show – Terry Richison, Ted Schnarre
Stage Contest – John Harness, Harry Monti
Close Up Contest – Ray Belz
Presidents Banquet – Henry Schaper, Sr., Dave
Snetsinger, Larry Skorepa, Keith Smith
Theper & Youthasayers
Award Review Committee – Dave Snetsinger
Meeting Chairpersons
Kids Magic Night – Steve Bender, Keith Smith
Color Magic Night – Steve Zuehlke
Teach-In – Chuck Levy
Mentalism - Steve Finkelstein
Project Magic – Jerry Novak, Henry Schaper, Sr.
Emcee Night – Shep Hyken, Keith Smith

Who’s Performing Where??
Terry Richison
October 9, 2004 at 10:30AM, In The Grand Hall of
Missouri History Museum. One hour show.
Haunted Hayloft- Nestlé’s (Purina) Farms
Shows at 5:30, 6:30, 7:30, and 8:45
Oct. 15 – Henry Schaper
Oct. 16- Terry Richison and Steve Zuehlke
Oct. 17- Terry Richison and Steve Zuehlke
Oct. 22- Larry Skorepa and Keith Smith
Oct. 23- Don Burgan, Ray Belz, Don Rataj
Oct. 24 - Dave Snetsinger
Jonathan Levit
Magic Castle – week of Halloween
Eric Grossman
Oct 21 – Mississippi Nights $12 K’s Choice – Eric’s
Band, now back from Europe.

Next Meeting

Spirit Editor and Webmaster
-Terry Richison
Terry@MagicofTerryRich.com
(314)232-4183

October 6, 2004
Kid Show Magic
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